#MG06 THUMB THING
Read these directions very carefully. This product uses flammable material and is for
professional use only. The manufacturer is not responsible for any injury or liability that is the result
of the user's failure to follow the specific instructions stated below.
DIRECTIONS:
Take the Thumb Thing and place it over your thumb. (You have the right-handed version unless you have
specifically requested the left-handed one.) Use the first finger of your hand to strike the spark wheel.
Strike it a few times to break it in.
Take a place of Flash Cotton no larger than the size of a pencil eraser head, fluff it up, and insert it into the
barrel. The looser and fluffier the Cotton is, the greater the 'flash' will be. The Thumb Thing is now ready
for firing. Put the Thumb Thing on and strike the spark wheel firmly with the first finger of the same hand.
A flash of light will result.
CAUTION
Always keep your thumb in a thumbnail-up position when firing.
NEVER USE FLASH POWDER IN THIS DEVICE!!!!!!!!!
Never fire at people, animals, or flammable objects.
Always hold your thumb upright. Remember: Heat and flame rise.
NEVER USE THE THUMB THING TO IGNITE FLASH POWDER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Do not reload with Cotton until the unit has cooled.
TIPS:
Work the flint wheel ahead of time to break it in.
Use common sense and always hold your finger upright.
Occasionally, the flint in the spark wheel assembly will have to be replaced. Flints are readily available at
most drug stores. To replace, grasp the spark wheel assembly
firmly with pliers and pull it out. The bottom of the assembly
will unscrew, exposing the flint chamber. Be careful not to
lose the spring and spring head inside. Drop in a new
flint and reassemble.
When the wheel gets hard to turn, remove the flint and
run the wheel under hot tap water and spin it. This will
dissolve residue build-up. Allow the wheel to dry before
replacing the flint.
WARNING!!!
Read these directions carefully and follow them exactly. Misuse is dangerous. The
manufacturer is not responsible for any injury or liability that is the result of the user's
failure to follow the specific instructions stated above. This product is manufactured
without any warranties, express or implied. It is for professional use only. It is not
sold to minors. For more information, consult the technical manual "Special Effects with
Fire and Smoke" available from us or your dealer.
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